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DO CATS AND DOGS REALLY FIGHT?
By: Livie Ouile e
Cats and dogs are said to
ﬁght a lot. Is this myth
true? Keep reading to ﬁnd
out.
Cats and dogs are a
unique pair of animals.
Although, a study shows
that 80 out of 100 people
recall that their cat and
dog got along smoothly.
But, about every 3 out of
5 owners said that their
cats swa ed and hissed at
their dog. Only 1 out of every 5 people said their dog did this. Luckily, fewer than 10 of every
100 cats ever hurt dogs. Do cats dislike dogs? Or is it just some cats that dislike our beloved
dogs?
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Should there be more
manga in the school
library?
By: Eden Kroll and Jorie Ross
Manga: comics or graphic novels from Japan
Should There be more manga in
the Thornell School Library? There are about
3 series of these in the library currently.
Mrs. Autovino is looking into ge<ng more.
Many kids in Mrs. Magioncalda’s class enjoy
the Japanese comics (also known as manga)
and many want more manga, but not all
agree: Yes (5 kids said yes there should be
more.)

I interviewed my teacher, Mrs.Magioncalda. She said, "My dog is a rescue dog. I’ve had my 2
cats for about 8 years. They were already in charge of the house. But they hid upstairs when
he came.” She also says her cats swat at her dog. I also interviewed my classmate, Jorie. She
said, “My dog does not like my cat. As long as I’ve had them, they’ve been trying to a ack
each other. So, we had to keep my cat upstairs, and my dog downstairs.” Maybe cats and
dogs don’t get along. Or just a couple, like these two examples.
Dogs are easy to train and have been kept as pets slightly longer than cats have. So, it seems
they can control themselves be er than cats can. Cats also usually lose ﬁghts, so this might
be why some cats are nervous around dogs. “It is best to get a young cat.” Sophie Hall, cat
and dog expert, says. Young cats can get used to dogs as they get older.
Cats can be OK with dogs. The myth is not true for most cats and dogs. Before you adopt
both a cat and a dog, check to see if they tolerate the other!

Did you know there are only around 29 days of school leI as of May 10th? Let’s make sure
we enjoy the ﬁnal few weeks of this year both celebra?ng all we have accomplished and
keeping our skills sharp! Many aIer school ac?vi?es are keeping kids busy/ outside a lot
which is wonderful for lots of reasons. However, please be sure all children get enough
sleep and maintain a schedule for homework, prac?cing math facts, and reading each
night.
June 17th –is Bubble/ Outside Day!

There should be manga because
There are few op?ons available, and many
kids enjoy manga. Another reason is, manga
brings out Japanese culture, that at we do
not usually see. Also, anime is copied from
manga so you can also watch it! (Anime is
Japanese anima?on)
Maybe (6 kids did not know what it was) No
(1 kid said No)
There should not be more manga because
many kids do not know how to read manga,
or some do not even know what manga is.
Another reason is that most anime is not
proper for kids so if they decide to watch it
because they like the books, they could get
in big trouble.
Do you think more manga should be added
to the school library?
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GOOD BUT UNKNOWN?
Save the Earth!

By Mark Shand

By Simleen Kaur
Do you like books about secrets? Well, I am reading a book called “The Name of This Book is Secret.” I’m about halfway through, and it is about
a secret, but it also contains a secret story.

Do you know that the Earth is in trouble!? Every living organism on the Earth is
too! The Earth is warming up. The oceans are ge<ng dir?er. Many species are
endangered. Much of Antar?ca is mel?ng. And the cause? Humans. The ques?on

Adventurous detec?ves Cass, an ever-vigilant
survivalist and Max-Ernest, a boy driven by logic,
discover the Symphony of Smells. This is a box
ﬁlled with smelly vials of colorful ingredients, they
accidentally stumble upon a mystery surrounding
a dead magician’s hidden diary and the hunt for
immortality.

you may be asking is, “How are humans doing all this?” Well, I will give you the
answer. Human popula?on is constantly growing, “How does that aﬀect the problems Earth is having?” you might be thinking. Well, farmers need to grow food to
support the demands. Right? And farmers need room for that. Right? So as result
the trees get cut down to plant crops. And that is how many animals lose their
homes. It is called deforesta?on. Deforesta?on is a severe problem. Trees help
cool the Earth down, they supply shade, and take in carbon dioxide through their
leaves (which is a gas that is causing global warming).

Jokesof theday…

What’sawitch’sfavorite
subject?

2)

What isthelongest rope?

3)

What character trait describesWisconsin?

4)

What didthepencil say toother pencil?

Another thing you may be thinking is “That is not the cause of all that” and it is
not. In fact, there are quite a lot of causes for the problems Earth has. For example, cars create a lot of carbon dioxide. Lots of human made things create carbon
dioxide, for example, factories, vehicles, and much more.

1.
2.
3.
4.

1)

Now you might be asking “How can I help?” There are many ways to prevent
global warming like walking to places that are nearby, and using less plas?c, but
you can create your own way to prevent the problems earth is having, just use
your imagina?on!

Spell-ing
Europe
Cheesy
You’re looking sharp
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CLASS JOBS!
By Emmy Hopﬁnger and Addy Stewart!
Our class chose new jobs! Look down below
to see all the new jobs!
NEW JOBS!
LUNCH CHOICE MANGER: Emmy and Jaden
MESSENGER: Meerab

GAME KEEPER AND FITNESS: Jake and
Sawyer
MAIL CARRIERS: Abigail and Caroline
TECHONOGLY ASSISTANTS: Rohan and
Josiah.
WHAT THE JOBS DO!

Desk and chairs people make sure all the
chairs are pushed in and they check if the
desks are clean!
Carpet crawler people make sure the carpet
is clean.
Paper passers pass out any paper.
Game keeper and ﬁtness make sure the
games are neat and lead the class in ﬁtness
ac?vi?es.

TEACHER ASSISTANTS: Soﬁa.B and Eden

Lunch choice managers keep track of the
lunch choices and if they want to buy.

HOMEWORK/PLANNER CHECKER: Priyanka
and Kate

Messenger keeps tracks of the notes and
shows the teacher.

CALENDAR: Sophia.C and Jorie

Teacher assistants help the teacher in any
way. If one of the paper passers is out, they
can subs?tute in.

Tech Assistants change the board and help
with tech problems.

Calendar people decorate the calendar
when it is a new month.

Newspaper editors make a newspaper and
some?mes on Fridays we have a newspaper!

NEWSPAPER EDITORS: Simleen and Alex
Now that you have read about these jobs you
can read these facts about the jobs.
LIBRARAIN: Livie
LINE MANAGERS: Landon and Ja’siah.R
DESK AND CHAIRS: Peter
CARPET CRAWLER: PeterPAPER PASSERS (day
1,3,5): Simleen and Mark
PAPER PASSERS (day 2,4,6): Addy and Cooper

Librarian people make sure all the books
are sorted into diﬀerent book bins.
Homework people check people's planners
at the end of the day.
Line Managers make sure everyone is quiet
in line and one is the line leader.

INTERVEW WITH MRS.MAHAR!
By Emmy Hopﬁnger

As many of you know Mrs. Mahar is re?ring. Back in April, I had an interview with Mrs. Mahar. Here is what she said:
1. (Me) “Why did you decide to teach 3rd grade?” (Her) “When I was a marketer, I loved to
make big speeches and wanted to work with kids!”
2.(Me) “What do you plan on doing when you re?re”? (Her) “I would like to do some wri?ng
and con?nue learning, growing and being outdoors!”
3. (Me) “How long have you been teaching”? (Her) “I have been teaching for 22 years!”
4. (Me) “When you were younger what was your favorite subject in school”? (Her) “I think it
is PE!”
5.(Me) “What is one thing who are going to miss about teaching”? (Her) “I am going to miss
the energy of the kids and the Thornell Community!”
All in all, I hope that she knows that she will be missed.

Mail carriers pass out any mail at the end of
the day.

